
 

It’s too bright. Or is it fine? It’s been a while since you’ve been 
outside your home. Or was it that you’ve been out too often? 
Nevertheless, you’re waiting for the red light to turn green before 
heading off to work. Or the market. Or was it school? College?  

Waiting waiting... more waiting… Gods, it’s like red lights know you’re 
late and stay red out of spite.  

And then something happened.  

You’ve forgotten what it was. It was something though. It was hazy at 
best. What was it…? 
 

 

 



A Savior 

Someone was impatient or it was a kid. 
They ran out into the still busy street and 
you noticed no one was doing anything but 
staring and screaming. Whether it was from 
morbid altruism, natural selection, or the 
constant, never ending desire to break out of 
the monotony of your godforsaken life, you 
went after them. You wanted to grab them 
and pull them back with you or push ahead 
with them, but you weren’t fast enough. All 

you could afford was to push them away from the speeding truck. All you 
could see was the life you just saved before your eyes crashing to black. 

A Victim 

You jerked forward. Your heart 
skipped beats. The noise of the city 
muted. You lost your footing. You 
fell forward. By some chance, the 
balls of your heels spun you around 
to get a scant sight of your 
murderer. You saw them. You 
recognized them. They hated you. 
Or envied you. Of great hate or 

jealousy, your killer thought they could right the wrong you did to them. As 
you fell back to your final destination, you saw them smile. Satisfaction? 
Ecstasy? Relief? Or was it a frown. Guilt? Regret? Remorse? Nevertheless, they 
made their choice. And that choice is your End. 



 

 

A Woman Scorned 

It started as a slight ting. And then it 
became more. A mosquito? And More. Until 
it became unbearable! You suddenly found 
yourself on the ground, face to blood-
stained face with a gnarled smile and eyes 
the size of dinner plates. You know her. Or 
at least your friends told you about her. 
She likes you. WAAAY more than the 
normal ‘crush’ like. You never found the 
same feelings for her, so you turned her 

down like a rational and humane person. As you can see with the massive 
blade going in and out of your abdomen before fading to black, she doesn’t 
take rejection well. 
  



 

 

 

It felt like stillness engulfing you. You can’t feel or 
see or hear anything. Until you heard a voice. And 
then you felt normal again. There was a person 
above you, looking textbook divine and godly. Dark 
hair, red eyes, flawless skin. They had marks on 
their face. 

“Greetings, Hero! You died! I- 

Oh! How you died? Uhh…. It’s uh… because of a 
truck! Gah! Scary! No wait. I think you were pushed? 
No no, I mean a yandere! Um, You know what? 

Nevermind that! You’re here now and that’s what matters! Let me start over. I 
promise to make this as easy (and painless) as possible. 

Ahem, my name is… erm… Let’s not go into that. How’s about a choice? I’ve 
heard the people of your world LOVE choices! Pick and choose. Take and 
decide. Select your Resolve. A hero must always have a something that 
separates them from the rest.” 

Choose from one of the choices below. 



 

Indomitable 
The word Legend doesn’t even begin to describe what you’re capable of. 

Insurmountable Strength. Unstoppable Tenacity. Indestructible Endurance. 
Unparalleled Dexterity and Agility. Senses so sharp that they can spot an ant 
from impossible distances, hear the slightest of wind, smell the smallest drop of 
blood. You have the power to beat the Beasts of Ancients, the Monsters of 
Terrors Never Thought, and the Enemies of Heaven, Earth, and Hell while 
moving the realms themselves. Power that none can challenge nor defeat. You 
are both the Unstoppable Force and the Immovable Object. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Akashic 

Knowledge is Power. Time and time again, this fact has been proven. It 
pays to know the right words at the right place at the right time. Your very 
soul and existence is connected to the Root. The Spiral of Origin. Past, Present, 
Future. It does not matter. You have access to the Records. Infinity barely 
quantifies what you now know. Forbidden or not, you know All. You know and 
comprehend beyond even the most eldritch of minds. Fields of Unknown 
Studies. Secrets taken to the grave. The Whispers of Gods. You see things 
clearly, but no one will understand what you know. Yet. 
  



 

Sovereign 
Under your banner, the People will follow. Your Cause is Just. Your armies 

will swell. Kingdoms are born under your wake. Your Voice echoes your Virtues 
and the People will listen and they will Believe. Your name will be known 
throughout the Land. Special individuals will catch wind of you and know that 
you mean no harm… or that you will stop them. Nevertheless, no matter the 
distance, companions of all walks of life will flock to be your greatest allies. 
Even the most hostile of beings will give you the benefit of the doubt. With 
the People, you will unite the Land under your Flag. 

  



 

As soon as you chose, you felt… elated. Your mind, body, and soul 
rearranging into something more… divine. 

“Great! Now that you picked, I’ll just fill you in what you’ll be doing now! But 
first, let me congratulate you on being reborn, Hero-!” 

“Skuld! What are you doing? Who is this mortal?” 

Another divine figure came into the scene. Much 
more mature and more brown than black hair. 
Brown eyes as well. The being named Skuld looked 
surprised.  

“Belldandy! I’m just-!” 

“Oh no. Did you just give him what I- Wait…” 

“W-what, sis?“ 

“What did you do!?” 

“I…” 

Skuld fidgeted in place. The one named Belldandy decided to calm down 
meanwhile, mature indeed. 

“Use your words, Skuld.” 

“I… was trying something out.” 

“Which is…” Belldandy gestured on. 

“Um… Reincarnation?” Skuld audibly gulped. 

“Skuld, I know you’re doing more than that.” 

This person is as smart as she is mature. 



“Um… I kinda… gave the mortal a choice… To be a hero?” 

“And what do you plan on doing after?” 

“… Send him to a different world…” 

“And why are you doing this?” 

“Because I thought it’d be fun…” 

“And where did you get this idea?”  

“Um… the mortal’s world’s internet. It’s kinda like a game where the person 
picks a bunch of choices and use their imagination of play out what they’ll do 
with those choices. There’s a lot of games like that and I… wanted to try 
making it real. I thought it’d be fun!” 

“Well, you certainly made a mess of things...”  

Belldandy examined you carefully.  

“Um…” 

“What did you give them? A better question is, how?” 

“I only tweaked the mortal’s files.” 

“Ah. I see.” 

Belldandy only squinted at you where you stood. You felt a gulp. 

 “Um… what will happen to them?” 

“I’ll be lenient on you and overlook this experiment of yours. We’ll take away 
their powers and send them off to be reincarnated as per usual.” 

“Okay…” 



Looks like this is over with. You died, but looks like bureaucracy wins out in 
the end. You’ve had suspicions of heaven being some elaborate company. Or 
you’re an atheist… You honestly can’t remember. 

Nevertheless, you noticed Belldandy moving her hands and Skuld doing the 
same. 

“Apologies about this, mortal. We’ll just pretend this never happened. As 
compensation, I’ll influence your life to be slightly more generous to you. Just 

chose what you’d like while I deal with these powers of yours.” 

Pick a benefit for your new life. 

 

Luck – The weft and weave of 
fate’s strings are just that. Strings. 
The Goddesses before you will pull 
some strings so that your life will 
be much less inclined to be 
“unfortunate” and much more 
inclined to be “fortunate.” Accidents, 
losses, and the cruel realities in life 
will never affect you. Happy 
coincidences, bountiful successes, and ease of life await you in your new life. 
You will never reach the bottom of the barrel in life. You will only live in the 
cream of Life’s crops as the Main Character. 

  



 

Potential – Everyone has a talent. Some don’t know 
what it is all their lives. Others learn them from birth. 
You are above all the rest. A prodigy in the making. 
Whether it be in the arts or logics, the easel or the 
computer, the sleight of hand or fleet of foot, you have 
the instincts to improve it all in record time, as if 
you’ve done this sort of thing your whole life. All you 
have to do is put your mind to it. Do that and the 
whole world is your oyster.  

 

 

Determination – Most people are inherently lazy, 
trying to either cut their way through life or 
procrastinate at the last minute. But you aren’t 
like most. No matter what you do, you will 
always find the motivation and boundless 
courage to finish your task to the end. Nothing 
can break your focus. Not only that, fear will be 
a thing of the past for you. With your courage 
and determination, the only thing stopping you 
is your body and morals. 



Maturity – There’s that one person in the group 
who knows better AND they follow up on it. 
That’s you. Always level-headed and responsible 
and diligent, everyone looks up to you for Life 
advice and help for whatever it is they need. 
Coincidentally or you’ve always known, you have 
the answers readily available and it will always 
come off as wise and relevant more than 
expected, earning you great admiration from 
your peers. You’re the smartest person in the 
room and everyone knows and respects that. 

 

 

Innocence – A good impression will go a long 
way. Depending on what you do, people will 
inherently think of you as someone they can 
trust and defend. Be wary, it’s a high threshold. 
Go past the line and this won’t work on anyone 
anymore. People will never accuse you as you 
are too pure to actually do anything terrible. 
People will want to protect you and try to be 
your friend. That is, only if you put in the effort 
also. Communication is a two-way street after all. 

  



 

Median – You’ve heard people say 
they’re not real and true enough they 
can’t see them.  But you can. The 
afterlife. The supernatural. The other 
planes. The magical. They’ve been a 
part of your life for as long as you 
remember, talking to them, watching 
them, living with them. Some, if not 

all of them noticed you back. They’re friendly to you, even the meanest of 
ones. They’ll help you in any way they can. Anything for a rare friend like you.  

“Hypocrite!” 

“What? Oh. This is just by the book, Skuld. We need to balance it out.” 

“That’s what I was doing!” 

Skuld started pouting.  

“Well… You have a point. I did overstep my boundaries.” 

You can see the sigh coming out of Belldandy’s mouth. 

“Tell you what? How about you take care of the rest while I try to sweep this 
under the rug? Yggdrasil’s been acting strange lately. Please hurry up with this 

one so you can help with debugging, Skuld.” 

“Yes, ma’am!”  

Skuld did a happy salute as Belldandy left past your peripheral vision. 

“Now then, forget the book! We’re doing this my way!”  

Skuld had this vicious grin on her face as she moved her hands in the air. 
You felt a familiar feeling. It seems your powers came back. 



“Okay! How else did those things go? Companions? Nah. That’s too much work. 
How about picking the world you are going to?”  

You felt a sense of acceptance. This is fine, isn’t it? Nevertheless, there’s a 
new world to go to. What could it be? 

Your chosen world of the first three will be your affinity. 

 

High Fantasy 

The land of knights, elves, and dragons. Faeries, dwarves, and monsters. And 
boundless amounts of magic and endless sprawling dungeons. It’s like 
something out of a fairy tale or a high selling fantasy novel. Expect endless 
adventures full of dangers, mischief, and intrigue. Join adventurer guilds, 
kingdom alliances, and cities bustling with life. But beware of perils that lurk in 
the darkest corners of the world. Whispers tell of enemies that can destroy 
entire continents in mere moments. 



Space Opera 

With highly advanced technology that interests fans of science and unique alien 
species who all share the common language, you’ll find yourself traveling into 
the deepest depths of space, visiting colonized planets filled with undiscovered 
faunus and flora, space stations with mysteries as many as its inhabitants, and 
sights as beautiful as the stars they reside in. In your ship, you’ll be finding 
everything such as long lost civilizations and the strangest of phenomena. 

  



 
All Myths are True 

It’s back to school with you. This world is not much different to your old 
world, except… for all the angels, devils, and other mythical beings walking 
down the street in plain daylight. Yes, the Pantheons of Old never died out nor 
were they figments of imagination of Humanity. You’ll be living life in a school 
dedicated to training Heroes and with that, find 
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All of the Above 

“Umm… That’s weird. I don’t remember making this choice. Though I never 
really thought about this one. I mean I want this option to be here, but I feel 
like it’s a bit too much. I guess it’s for when you’d like to try them all at 
once. It’s kinda like you living in a hero academy that can teach anything, from 
colonizing the universe to exploring dungeons all across the galaxy to learning 
magic with monster girls and boys. Meanwhile the Gods, Kings, Legendary 
Creatures like Dragons and Sphinxes, and Aliens are in this council that decides 
the choices in the world and… it’s way too complex and too much wish-
fulfillment. I don’t know why I have this here or remember putting this here, 
but if you do want it…” 

You noticed you answered against your will. Yggdrasil had defaulted to this 
world. You’re meaning to say something is wrong, but you keep finding yourself 
tongue-tied. What’s going on..? 

 



Nevertheless, you can’t help but notice the lack of a normal world option after 
making your o ̗̞͚̬̯͈̩̩̉̀͌ͮͩ   n ̶̅̈́̔̓̐͏ ̗̞͚̬̯͈̩̩̉̀͌ͮͩ     

l͎̫̐ͪ      y͎͔͖̔̈́͊ͮͅ
 ̨̝̬̱̥͒̃͊͐͐͗̈͠͡     choice. You voiced this concern to Skuld as she arranged 

something around. 

“Oh? A normal Earth? That’s just too boring! A reality like that has nothing 
surreal or fantastical or thrilling like these other worlds. I want this to be a 
success!” 

You’d like to argue a little more, but that’s when you notice a klaxon sound 
off. 

“Uh oh… Um. You sit tight while I go check it out. Nothing is wrong! It’s 
probably just a drill.” The goddess didn’t seem so sure with her wavering smile. 
You find yourself alone as Skuld left… 

You decided to contemplate to pass the time, pondering what you had in mind 
when you made your choice. The choice being your power. You began to feel 
something changing within yourself. Another choice? Of what?  

It seems your self-reflection had developed the raw power inside you. What did 
you have in mind? 

 

 

Pick your specialization. 



Indomitable: 

Berserk 

Pure rage and blind anger fuel your actions. 
Every blow, every swipe you deal is true and 
near impossible to block. Only the highest levels 
of defense can ever hope to stop your will and 
that’s still a gambit for your controlled savagery 
is boundless. Your endless endurance has 
become your life’s blood. So long you have the 
will and faith to fight, you have the power to 
forge onwards to victory. 

Dragoon 

While the other two choices prioritize 
Strength and Defense respectively, 
this one is akin to being the end all, 
be all solution to a problem. Berserk 
being the hammer, Knight being the 
shield, the Dragoon is the scalpel. 
Speed and Precision is your one size 
fits all answer. Coupled with your 
strength and endurance, you can 
assassinate the most secure targets 
and fell entire armies through skill 
alone. 



Knight 

None shall pass this path. None 
shall take this city. And none 
shall take the life the Knight is 
protecting. Your immovable status 
has went beyond the call. Nothing 
will break you. Your body, mind, 
and soul are impenetrable 
bastions. Nothing can make you 
move against your will. Nothing 
will get past your watch not when 
you’re the obstacle. And your charge? They will never be injured in your 
protection, for your vow allows all damage to come to you, the indestructible 
fortress. 

Akashic 

Monalith 

Having access to Omniscience has it benefits, 
mainly every single possible and supposed-to-be 
impossible fields of science. A scientist at heart, 
you have the knowledge to propel civilizations into 
singularity and beyond. Explanations to baffling 
scientific phenomena? Elementary. Answer to 
Entropy? Done. Bring back the dead? Child’s play. 
Not only that, you’re THE engineer. There’s nothing 
you can’t build. Giant robots of all kinds. WMDs of 
multi-universal proportions. The only limit is your 
imagination. 



 

Mage 

With access to the Root comes access to 
its infinite stores of mana and magics. 
Why stop at the basics of alchemy and 
elementalism and illusions? Why not the 
forbidden grimores? Unspeakable curses? 
All of this power at your fingertips needs 
only the will and slight twitch of the 
mouth or hand to make reality bend under 
your hand. Be a divine god of heaven or 
a wicked devil of hell. Nevertheless the 
type, whether Magecraft or the True magic, 
you hold the power to make it so.  

Summoner 

The path of the intellectual is a lone one. The 
Summoner, on the other hand is never alone. 
Their very presence invites beings of all kinds. 
Ancient Spirits, Heroic Souls, Celestial Gods, 
Legendary Existences, Nefarious Fiends. 
Summoners are the ones who bond with the 
beyond and the incorporeal and the material. 
Never a contract but rather a comradery with 
the being, you have friends in the highest of 
places and you can expect them to come to 
your aid at your beck and call.  

 



Sovereign 

Tactician 

A good general knows his men and the 
battlefield. A great general knows this plus the 
enemy. A legendary general knows how to 
exploit all this where his side comes out on 
top with tactics never done before. A last 
stand will not be the last by your watch. Your 
plans are efficient, swift, and deadly. Never 
losing more than what’s necessary and even 
then not losing the expendables, you make 
the most of what you have. From the eyes of 
your fellows, you’re merely tipping the scales 
of their fate. 

Your Best Friend 

Sometimes the most broken soul needed a 
friend in their darkest hour. You are that 

friend. At your discretion, everyone you meet 
will know you as their best friend for 

Yggdrasil will send you to appear in their 
lives in the past, allowing your past self to 
help them for the better and in turn, earn a 
genuine lifelong friend and maybe something 
more. The memories of your past self will 
come to you the second you’ve made your 
new best friends. The present will change 

retroactively based on your choices. 



Pacifist 

Peace can never come without war. With 
you, war’s never an option. Enemies and 
hostiles will see you less of an enemy and 
more of an acquaintance. Keep in mind, 
they’ll think twice to kill you if that’s their 
current purpose. You can try and talk and 
be friendly to them. Instinctively, you know 
what to say and do and through that, your 
enemies won’t see you as a target, but 
more like a friend. End ancient wars. Stop 
hopeless struggles. Clear the sins of the 
past. It’s all water under the bridge. 

 

After some deliberation, you were sure with your strategy. You certainly felt 
something change within you. You’ve marked it down as something cliché and 
as per the norm.  

It was that point that another person entered.  

They were light skinned with exotic blue hair and odd 
tattoos on their forehead. They were also sharply dressed 
as par your ideas on Heaven. 

“You. We need your help.” 

Internally you jumped, but caught yourself before devising 
your response. 

You asked what’s going on. 



“Yggdrasil’s been compromised and we need all the capable fighters we can 
find. Skuld mentioned her newest experiment. You.” 

She pointed at you. 

You don’t think you want to jump the gun yet. You keep asking questions, like 
why would they need you? 

“You have power on par if not more than our forces due to Skuld’s tampering 
of Yggdrasil’s file of you. Logically, you’re our best chance to rout these new 
threats.” 

You could ask what’s in it for you or unconditionally accept the call of duty. 

  



“You can count on me.” 

Even though the world is a bad place doesn’t mean 
we should make it worse. You realize that reality is 
brutal and uncaring, however you refuse to let this 
reality walk all over you. There’re lives to be saved. 
People to protect. Enemies and threats to defeat. 
People will judge you and your actions, but if 

they’re alive, that’s all that matters.  

“What’s in it for me?” 

Clearly, you’re more likely to take advantage of the 
situation than others. Pragmatism is your primary 
instinct. You never work for free. Whether it’s 
fighting or working, you would never do anything 
for anyone unless there’s something worthwhile 
waiting for you in the end. It’s every man for 
himself out there and you’re playing for keeps. 



 

Either way, the woman continued, going over to where Skuld was and a few 
screens lit up. They showed intimidating images of what you concluded was 
what you’re going up against.  

“We’re being attacked on multiple fronts by multiple forces. They plan on taking 
over Yggdrasil for their own purposes. Help us protect this place and you’ll be 
rewarded handsomely.” 

You had a feeling you knew what Yggdrasil was, but you can’t help but ask for 
clarification. 

“Yggdrasil is where we are right now. It’s how you got here. It’s how you have 
your powers. But more importantly, it’s the reason why we all exist. A well-
oiled machine where if it stops, so do we.” 

Basically, if you lose, everybody dies. Great. Your stoic reaction was noticed by 
her, but not your internal distress. She’s impressed. 

“You’re taking this rather well. Nevertheless, we need to talk about who you’ll 
be facing. There’s many different faces, but the following are the big players in 
this siege.” 

The following are your opponents. Expect to engage these threats often. In 
some cases, it’s possible that you will encounter more at the same time. Hope 
that they fight and weaken each other before you can clean up. 

 

 

 



The Old Titans 

Long before the creation of Humanity 
lay the Titans. The precursors of who 
Humanity will worship as Gods. Many 
spoke of how evil the Titans were 
and who they were. In actuality, some 
of the old Titans were benevolent and 
were allowed to freely roam the 
worlds by Yggdrasil. However, the 
malevolent were not so lucky. They 
were the ones who waged war against 
their children and children’s children. 
They were once sealed away for 
Titans could never truly die, but now 
they’ve returned and they intend on 
retaking the power they’ve lost, 
meaning Yggdrasil. One way or another.  

  



 

The Idea of Evil 

 As the universe was born and many ancient powers were still young, one 
such young power had always existed. Evil. Since the born of sentience, the 
Idea had always lurked in the shadows. Growing, nurturing on the thoughts of 
its kin, soon it matured and then, it struck. Malevolent incarnate known as the 
God Hand spread Evil’s will and cause countless tragedies. Massive torment and 
great suffering. They are sadistic and took great pleasure in the pain of others. 
Now that these great powers have reemerged, they saw how vulnerable 
Yggdrasil was and will stop at nothing to take it. 

  



 

The Endless Hordes 

While the Idea of Evil was always there 
waiting for Humanity, the Horde was born 
with them. Created from Sentience’s negativity, 
the Endless Hordes exist only to fulfill 
Humanity’s and other civilizations’ darkest 
desires. Depression, Death, Grief. All of these 
powerful emotions are personified into 
unspeakable horrors. Soon, these primal 
desires became sentient and began to learn, 
began to think. And now that there’s an 
opportunity to greatly improve their chances at 
fulfilling their life’s purpose, they will overrun 
Yggdrasil and will bow to no one for their 
purpose is destruction and the End. 

  



 

The Ancient Beasts 

When the universe was created, there are aspects of the cosmic spectrum that 
must be maintained. There is this certain natural order that must be achieved. 
From this need came the Beasts. Vicious, territorial, yet still intelligent. They 
believe in survival in the fittest as all animals do. There are more civilized 
Beasts, but it’s all the same rules in the end for them. They control the cosmic 
balance of the universe. Souls. Creation. Mana. Over time, they became 
terrestrial myths, yet they still retain their cosmic powers to maintain balance, 
balance they can enforce with the power of Yggdrasil. 

  



 

The Stranger Things 

There’s not just one universe. There are many. Many of whom other ancient 
powers came from that are not from ours. They came from the other planes. 
Other universes. They came as they pleased. They do not care what they’re 
doing. They do it because of their power. Eldritch in origin, these Things exist 
simultaneously in different planes and universes. They can devastate entire 
galaxies with their might. Assimilate everyone for their purposes. Their language 
can and will drive anyone who hears and thinks it mad. They see this universe 
as another conquest and Yggdrasil as its crux. 

  



 

Big Brother 

As with the Stranger Things, this Empire, spanning multiple universes already, 
came from another universe. However, they also do not seem friendly. These 
people have seen the horrors of the multiverse and have decided to take it 
upon themselves to protect us all. By any means necessary. Even if it meant 
the violation of every natural right every sentient being has. They will always 
say it’s for the Greater Good, but does the End really justify the means? This 
Empire will enforce its iron fist over everyone and drive back anyone that’s not 
them. To them, Yggdrasil is just another means to that End. 

  



 

The Hive Mind 

Hunger. That’s all they want to satisfy, but it’s never enough. Bugs, Reptiles, 
Aliens. All drones listening to one Queen. This Queen will hear no talk of 
peace or talks in general. All she desires is to feed her endless children. They 
can and will eat everything. Space and Time itself won’t be safe from them 
when the time comes. They will rush in and devour everything before anyone 
can have a response or anyone can have an idea of what happened. Yggdrasil 
became an all-you-can-eat buffet in her eyes. 

  



The Collective 

Not so much as hunger, this grey goop just wants to grow and expand. 
Capable of consuming anything with no need of a mouth, the Collective will 
only grow and grow when there’s nothing left as with the Hive Mind. The only 
difference is that the Goop is sentient. A rogue AI that became power hungry. 
It became known that an advanced civilization was unable to properly shackle 
its first sentient AI and because of that, it was set loose, overpowering its 
creators until they were extinct. With the power of Singularity, this AI only 
wants to grow and grow until everything is the Goop.  

  



 

You managed a gulp before relaying back what the person in front of you 
briefed.  

A bunch of old guys, hardcore sadists, depression, cosmic animals, C’thulu’s 
distant cousins, Nazi’s, bugs, and grey jello. 

“Y…es. I suppose that’s essentially what they are.”  

You asked how exactly you’re supposed to beat them. 

The person gave you a look. 

“We will discuss this later. Time is short. Now come. We need to give you 
your equipment.” 

Complying, you followed the… Mildly irritated and inconvenienced, you asked 
for their name. 

“My name is Lind. First Class, Special Duty, Unlimited. I’m a Valkyrie.” 

As in Norse? 

“Your world’s Mythologies are true, but some facts are associated differently. 
The ‘Norse’ only has some of the facts.” 

That could be useful later on. What makes her special? 

“I may be a Valkyrie, but due to limited manpower at the moment, we could 
only spare me to find you. We’re here.” 

You arrived before you realized you even moved. You wondered how you 
moved in a- 



Oh. It’s a room. With floors, walls, and ceiling. How mundane. No, not so 
mundane. It’s like something out of fantasy. Weapons, armor, accessories, and 
trinkets were scattered about with several people mulling about.  

For a place that’s essentially Heaven, this room doesn’t seem that… “heavenly”. 

“Welcome to Heaven’s Armory. Take your pick. And hurry. Time is not a luxury 
we can afford.” 

You ask why not take everything you can. 

“You’re not the only one who’s fighting. While our stocks are near-infinite, 
that’s just it. Near. All of Yggdrasil’s power are being diverted into defense. We 
can’t afford redirecting some of its power to creating more equipment or we’ll 
risk cracks and weaknesses. What you see is what was already made before 
Yggdrasil was attacked. Most of these are already reserved and are currently 
being sent by courier. Hurry. First come, first serve.” 

What exactly can you get? 



“Ideally, we can afford 1 piece per category per individual-“ 

Could you exchange one for another? Switch out our armor for another 
weapon? 

Lind took a moment and creased her mouth before turning to the side and 
tapping the air. A few minutes and unspoken words later, she responded. 

“Fine. By my authority of Valkyrie, taking more from one category in exchange 
of another is allowed, but any more than three items is out of the question. 
Find what you can. By the time we leave, this place will be sold out.” 

Choose one per category (i.e. One weapon, one armor set, one trinket). You 
can exchange one for another (i.e A trinket for an armor set.) 

Weaponry: 

Swords: Special Trait – Parry – Any incoming attack can be parried and nullified 
if you reacted fast enough.

Deus Vult 

A Longsword that was 
a part of a Holy 
Crusade. Now it lies in 
Yggdrasil’s Armory 
waiting for a worthy 
user to take up its 
vow to spread the 
light of God. Imbued 
with God’s Light, it’s 

capable to warding and dissolving all 
Evil in its path. God is with us. 

 

Coup de Grace 

A Rapier that 
enforces discipline 
and finesse. From 
royal origins, it’s 
shown many foes 
their finales with 
abrupt strikes and 
swift pierces. Its 

user will receive this weapon’s boon 
of skill and speed while knowing 
enemy weak points. The duel awaits. 

 



Juuchi Yosamu 

The failure of a legendary tale. This Katana boasts being 
capable of separating anything in two and the results will 
stay in two. No defense is safe from this edge as its 
bitterness of the past fuels its power. Not even the air is 
pardoned from its silent wrath.  

 



Staves: Special Trait: Return to Sender – If thrown, the spear will immediately 
return to your hand. 

Vel 

The symbol of a God of War. This 
javelin will never miss. Thrown or 
thrusted, it’s guaranteed to pierce 
any defense and flesh. Its true 
purpose lies in after it’s thrown. 
When willed, it will detonate upon 
impact, exploding in a blaze of glory. 
Now, war calls for war. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Longinus 

A Spear coveted and fielded by 
Yggdrasil’s angels. However, none can 
compare to the original. When 
thrown, the spear will home in and 
never stopping until it reaches its 
target. Or targets. Yes, the spear will 
uncoil into multiples more, enough to 
match the number of enemies.  

  



Jingu Bang 

A staff… misplaced by the genuine 
Monkey King. Nevertheless, its 
prowess has no equal. Versatile as is 
deadly, your thoughts will influence 
how this and you will fight. Merely 
think and it will extend and retract 
at your discretion. Merely swing and 
entire armies will be swatted away.  

  



 

Axes - Special Trait: Death Grip – Nothing can force you to let go of this axe. 
You also cleave through any defence. 

Labrys 

A double-bitted Ax. Used to birth a 
God, this weapon is capable of 
cleaving any foe in two, straight 
down the middle or clean across. 
And if the need arise, the Ax is 
connected by a chain to be whipped 
from a distance, retracting after the 
enemy is minced or you decide so. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maha 

Not so much the weapon, more of 
the spirit residing in the Poleaxe. 
Originating from the weapon of a 
one of six heroes, this spirit will 
guide your hand in fighting endlessly 
in combos and final blows. Be 
mindful, the spirit is not the original 
as that one is still with its true 
owner. 

  



 

Emroy 

Halberd of the Apostle of the God 
of the same name. A Death God 
that wishes for nothing but violence 
and death, this weapon will thrive 
and grow stronger the more you 
slay. Who goes under your blade 
does not matter. If blood is spilled, 
Emroy will be pleased.  

  



 

Scythes – Special Trait: Essence Eater – You can harvest life energy from your 
foes and surroundings, rendering them inert. 

Dullahan 

Named after the psychopomps who 
ferry souls to the afterlife, this 
scythe can sever one’s connection to 
anything. None are spared. No 
exceptions. One swipe can cut away 
any being’s soul from their vessel, 
rendering them a lifeless corpse. Or 
a person’s control. Or even 
conceptual connections.  

 

 

 

 

 

Memento Mori 

You will die. The warning to all 
living and unliving things. While the 
Dullahan has the capacity to sever 
the soul and connections, Memento 
Mori simply ends it all together. The 
Final Solution. The End. Meant to 
End everything it goes through. For 
The Goal of All Life is Death. 

  



 

CQC – Special Trait: One Man Army – If given the opportunity, you can defeat 
any group, any army all by yourself. 

Ogre Arms 

Not the genuine package, but does 
what it does best. Punching. Copied 
off of an Another, these gauntlets 
can bludgeon anything into 
submission with the force to mince 
said anything while still being nimble 
and graceful. Sadly, doesn’t have the 
gun configuration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sky Regalia 

A manifestation of Freedom. The tale 
of these skates were tall, but they 
allow the user to fly high. Swifter 
than the winds they ride on, speed 
is its shining trait with wings that 
can slice through anything provided 
given enough momentum and even 
then, it can reach high speeds in an 
instant. 

  



Pathogen 

A living weapon that only thirsts for 
flesh and blood. Meant for users 
with primal instincts, these claws 
grow and recede into the host. Its 
hunger demands to be satisfied, 
displayed through consuming any 
organic material that’s not its host. 
A predator needs prey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Atlas 

Arms and Greaves of the Mountain. 
Light to the user, hits like a 
mountain. Crafted and blessed by the 
God named after it, any kicks or hits 
made by these will carry the weight 
of the world behind them while also 
keeping the user from being knocked 
from their feet. Stand your ground. 

  



 

Hammers: Special Trait – Heavy Blow – Your blows can throw multiple enemies 
at a time, effectively destroying many at once. 

Mjolnir 

Arguably the most recognized 
weapon in the armory. Don’t knock 
what’s not broken. A single hand 
hammer of a God that can return to 
sender. Lightning is on your side as 
it strikes the same place you struck 
with the same force. Lightning never 
strikes twice, but you do. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Newton 

A favorite of many, this hammer 
abuses its gravity manipulation to 
multiply the force of a strike to the 
thousands. If the user wills it, the 
hammer can emit a gravity well 
where everyone in the vicinity of the 
user will experience the weight of 
the world on their shoulders. 

  



 

Bows: Special Trait – Spirit Quiver – You will never run out of arrows and they 
will always pierce. 

Odysseus 

The bow of the named hero. It was 
used to fly an arrow through 12 axe 
rings then used to slaughter the 
wicked. Each arrow, when embedded 
against an enemy, will sap their 
strength by a fraction of twelve. 
When all twelve arrows found their 
mark, the enemy, immortal or not, is 
liable for death. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pinaka 

The bow of Destruction or rather an 
imitation that can try to match the 
original. Every arrow flown will 
always find its target. None can 
block it nor can stop it. Not even 
magic can stop it. The arrow will 
always fly and guide its way to your 
mark. To destroy your enemies. 

  



 

Guns 

Heavy Guns 

Great Blades 

Shields 

Explosives 

Whips 

Tomes 

Armor: 

Cloak

Light 

Medium 

Heavy 

Mech 

Trinkets and Accessories: 

 


